
Kids



I N T R O D U C T I O N

Step into a world of excitement and endless fun! We've 

got a ton of awesome activities just for the kids! 

Whether they love drawing, exploring, or playing sports, 

we've got something super cool waiting for them. Get 

ready to create amazing art and join in thrilling outdoor 

games. We focus on laughter, learning, and making 

friends while having an absolute blast!  


Let the games begin!



Kid’s World

Discover Kids World, an enchanting haven for young 

explorers to embark on thrilling adventures. With a 

Playstation 5, diverse books, a climbing frame, table soccer, 

and board games, this vibrant space caters to all ages, 

encouraging children to disconnect from technology and 

create unforgettable memories through interactive and 

engaging experiences.



Kid’s Dormitory

We offer a dedicated kids’ dormitory with comfortable 

beds, age-appropriate amenities, and engaging activities, 

ensuring a safe and enjoyable experience for children, 

creating lasting memories.



Educational Programs

This program fosters imagination, artistic skills, and an 

appreciation for Mediterranean  cultural heritage.



Storytelling Magic

Storytelling is a special way of sharing tales that uses 

imagination and feelings, taking the youngest guests to 

amazing places and capturing our hearts and minds.



Croatian Legends

Exploring Croatian legends and crafting an essay about 

them is an exciting journey that help them discover  the rich 

cultural heritage.



Art Class

Our kids' art class offers a creative environment where 

young imaginations can explore variery of  artistic 

techniques and unleash their creativity.



Scrapbook

Our kids' scrapbook activity provides an amusing  

opportunity for children to preserve their  memories in a fun 

and personalized way.



Treasure Hunt

The kids will be thrilled following the clues, solving mysteries, 

and ready to uncover the hidden treasure.



Our Private Cinema

Get ready for your favorite animated movie under the stars 

for a magical movie night filled with laughter, popcorn, and 

a variety of movies.



Table Football

Table football is a fun and competitive game where kids will 

spend hours competing and playing.



Billiards Club

Billiards is a fun and engaging game that can be enjoyed 

by kids and their parents playing it together.



PlayStation 5

We’re not in favor of too much technology for kids, but 

almost every kid today wants to play a PlayStation, so we 

bought the newest model and a big TV screen. Let the 

games begin!



Making Homemade Salve 

We engage the little ones in a fun and educational activity 

where they easily learn how to make their own homemade 

salve using safe and child-friendly ingredients.



Creating Herbarium

Creating a herbarium with kids is a thrilling project that 

combines the joys of nature research, hands-on learning, 

and artistic expression as they collect, press, and categorize 

a beautiful design of dried plant specimens.



Bicycles

Kids will have the pleasure of exploring outdoor activities 

each day, with bicycles at their disposal, allowing them to 

revel in the beauty of natural surroundings.  



Kayak

Kids will enjoy paddling with our kayak through the cleanest 

Mediterranean sea.



SUPs

We have a collection of SUP boards perfect for our 

beachfront location, allowing kids to effortlessly explore 

the waves right outside our house.



Heated Pool

Kids  can experience year-round swimming bliss in our 

heated infinity pool. In winter, it warms up to 34 degrees, 

while in summer, it offers refreshing dips at 28 degrees.



Padel On The Grass

We offer an exciting outdoor activity for kids where they can 

experience the thrill of this popular racquet sport while 

enjoying the natural outdoors.



Badminton

Discover the excitement of badminton with our dynamic 

and accessible activity, perfect for kids for all ages.



 Tennis Academy by Ivan Ljubicic

Our local tennis academy, which is only 5 minutes away 

from our property, is led by Ivan Ljubicic, the coach of 

legendary Roger Federer.



Aquapark

The aquapark is filled  with excitement as children splash 

and slide down thrilling water slides on hot summer days.



Laser Tag 

Laser tag provides an experience where kids can 

independently entertain themselves or join forces with their 

parents for an exhilarating game of teamwork.



Board Games

Board games offer a delightful blend of strategy and 

competition, bringing family together for hours of 

memorable  entertainment.



Cooking Classes

Young  chefs can  explore culinary delights as they learn 

essential skills, experiment with flavors.



Meals By Our Private Chef

Our private chef prepares delicious and nutritious meals to 

energize kids while they enjoy the activities we prepared for 

them.
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